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A WARM 
WELCOME

THIS CONTEMPORARY 
HOME INVITES YOU IN WITH 

A HEARTY RECEPTION 
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his home exudes a warm and inviting ambience that 
makes guests want to linger. And that is exactly 
what the home owners wanted of their newly built 
home in one of Midrand’s upmarket estates. “We 

wanted a home that was simple and effective in its design, 
yet with a relaxed and cosy feel,” says the owner. 

With this in mind, Etienne Stols of SCS Architects 
together with Coutts Construction worked on the project. 
The brief was simple and required a “contemporary home 
that would be based on modern family living incorporating 
inviting features, ensuring there was a good interaction 
between the family’s lifestyle needs and entertaining”, 
says Stols. 

Further enhancing the architectural approach to 
this modern home’s design, the owners wanted “the 
contemporary feel to flow through the inside of the 
home to the exterior, ensuring they could experience the 
surrounding lusciously green landscapes and the view 
of the sparkling infinity pool from the inside of the home 
too”, adds Stols. This translated perfectly into a strikingly 
modern abode. 

One of the elements Stols is most proud of is the 
enclosed entrance of the main house. 

He elaborates: “My philosophy behind this design area 
was to not only create an inviting entrance, but one that 
would set the tone for the rest of the house and which 
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ABOVE: With over 20 years of experience in the architectural field, 
Etienne Stols of SCS Architects is a specialist in high-end residential 
housing with successfully executed projects all over the country. 
Stols’s passion for the contemporary architectural approach and his 
distinctive style of incorporating the family’s lifestyle reflects in this 
modern home. 

ABOVE: Understanding the construction complexities that arise with 
building a modern home, Coutts Construction is able to assist engineers 
and architects to achieve the best possible structural solution for a home 
with over 15 years of experience in both residential and commercial 
construction projects. Coutts Construction was responsible for the 
building and project management of this beautiful, contemporary abode.

SCS ARCHITECTS 082 551 9827 COUTTS CONSTRUCTION 011 026 4568

LARGER THAN DESIGN 083 557 8144

ABOVE: With a brief from the home owners that requested timeless appeal, Larger Than Design applied 
a contemporary design approach to this modern home. Involved in all aspects of the abode, the team 
worked on this formal lounge that exudes luxury and comfort. This curved sofa, with its eye-catching 
curved and square lines, was used to complement the design of the lounge.

SYAM 087 893 9077RIGHT: The epitome of 
luxury, fireplaces are extremely 
popular in contemporary 
homes. Creating the perfect 
ambience at the touch of a 
button (with a remote control 
option available), this Syam 
high-quality 304 stainless 
steel Designer Gas Fireplace 
Grate is perfect to light up 
when the occasion arises as 
it’s smokeless, odourless and 
visually appealing. 
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“There’s nothing 
nicer than curling 

up on the sofa 
with a good book.” 

– the home owner
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ABOVE: With almost 30 years of experience, 
Curtain Club is a specialist in providing window 
dressing solutions for homes. The company’s 
offering includes custom-made products 
and services, from advising and supplying to 
the installation of curtains, blinds, window 
hardware, window accessories, wallpaper, 
upholstery and custom-made headboards. 
Curtain Club achieved a simple yet elegant look 
and feel throughout this home with the use of 
customised curtains and blinds. 

BELOW: As a window dressing solution, 
Curtain Club used a combination of Blind 
Designs’ SheerWeave Roller Blinds, Blockout 
Blinds and Vision Blinds to achieve a simple 
yet elegant aesthetic throughout the home. 
Ensuring the family’s comfort at all times no 
matter the room, Blind Designs’ products 
are designed to effectively manage the sun’s 
heat and glare.

CURTAIN CLUB 011 907 9334

would complement the vibrant personalities of the 
owners. I achieved this by approaching the space in 
the same manner that I would tackle an internal living 
space: by means of various applications. And in this 
case, I designed a tiled bridge with a water feature 
and included textured wall applications, and interesting 
ceiling and roof design. And then to soften the space, I 
included an area for creative art pieces, which provides 
an intimate and inviting feel.” 

While the design and construction were effectively 
achieved, when it came to the interiors it was Liezel 
Viljoen of Larger Than Design who worked her magic. 

To suit the exterior and interior’s architectural 
design, the owners wanted a natural feel for the 
hard finishes and soft furnishings. “It was important 
for the interiors to be warm and comfortable, yet 

contemporary and largely comprise light and neutral tones,” says the owner. 
While the home has a few highlights, the main bedroom is definitely a 

favourite of the owners and Viljoen. “It’s always my aim to make the main 
bedroom take the title of ‘main’! To do this, I used a combination of rich, 
dark chocolate brown with champagne to give the space a sophisticated and 
elegant look and feel. I also introduced a shimmer element and velvets to add 
a plush factor. 

“This room appeals to me most. I simply love the colours, textures and the 
open-plan design. I would say it has features of a luxury hotel suite, such as 
a kitchenette, a TV lift at the bed end as well as a beautiful en-suite bathroom 
with a centerpiece shower,” adds Viljoen. 

The owners agree. For him, he says: “Our bedroom has state-of-the-art 
technology. The TV rises into place at the touch of a button when we want to 
watch something, and hides in a cabinet when not in use. We have electronic 
curtains and an integrated bar fridge for midnight snacks – it’s perfect.”

For her, it’s the living room that she loves most: “It’s my favourite spot. 

CURTAIN CLUB 011 907 9334

“We wanted a home that was 
simple and effective in its design, 
yet with a relaxed and cosy feel.” 

– the home owner
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MOBELLI FURNITURE + LIVING 0861 662 355

ABOVE: The Xanadu lounge suite from Mobelli has a contemporary, 
elegant feel. It is completely suitable for outdoors and can be left outside in 
any weather. The cushion and fabric are UV-resistant and quick-drying after 
a rain shower. The Flora side table and outdoor rug complete the look.

It has no TV, which makes it the ideal space for some quiet 
time. There’s nothing nicer than curling up on the sofa with a 
good book and a cup of coffee in front of a glowing fireplace, 
especially on cold days.” 

With summer here, the couple are looking forward to 
celebrating the season entertaining their nearest and dearest in 
true South African style with a warm welcome. “We would like 
our friends and family to experience the enclosed patio and braai 
area that overlooks our pool deck and garden,” say the owners. 

After having lived in many houses, these owners together 
with a talented team have certainly materialised their forever 
home that reflects their warm and welcoming personalities.

COUNTRY STYLE INTERIORS 011 867 7890

OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP: A main bedroom is incomplete without 
the ultimate walk-in wardrobe. Country Style Interiors, a company 
that designs and manufactures custom-made hand-painted wooden 
cabinetry, achieved this highlight by applying a clean and modern 
design aesthetic with fitted cabinetry ensuring that there was ample 
storage for the homeowners. To soften the space and add warmth, 
Country Style Interiors effectively used a variety of spray paint 
finishes together with a washed oak finish on the cabinetry. 

OPPOSITE PAGE, BOTTOM: Priding itself on functional 
kitchens in any design from French Provencal and rustic farm-
style to contemporary, Country Style Interiors is responsible for 
this luxurious modern open-plan kitchen. The brief from the home 
owners requested an uncluttered design with a warm look and feel 
that was welcoming. In keeping with this wish, the team at Country 
Style Interiors worked with a variety of spray paint finishes and 
three different shades of colour, while incorporating a washed oak 
finish – this application allowed the team to create interesting design 
elements and eye-catching focal points too, which resulted in this 
beautiful kitchen. 

COUNTRY STYLE INTERIORS 011 867 7890
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CONTACTS:
COUNTRY STYLE INTERIORS – custom-made fitted cabinetry 
011 867 7890, lillybotha@countrystyleinteriors.co.za 
COUTTS CONSTRUCTION – residential and commercial construction 
011 026 4568, john@coutts-construction.com, 
www.couttsconstruction.co.za
CURTAIN CLUB – specialised window solutions
011 907 9334, info@curtainclub.co.za, www.curtainclub.co.za
LARGER THAN DESIGN – project management and interior design
083 557 8144
MOBELLI FURNITURE + LIVING – indoor and outdoor furniture 
0861 662 355, sales@mobelli.co.za, mobelli.co.za
SCS ARCHITECTS (ETIENNE STOLS) – architect
082 551 9827, scsarchitects.co.za
SYAM – barbecues, braais and fireplaces
087 893 9077, aston@syam.co.za, www.syam.co.za
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